
Project Manager Mechanical Design (m/f/div) - REF13735C

Your tasks

We are looking for you to support our area User Experience at the
location Babenhausen.

Your tasks as a project manager mechanical design will focus on the
following activities:

Managing a mechanical sub project for head-up-displays and
cooperation with local and international Continental locations
Creation, check and release of technical documents (drawings,
specification, etc.)
Opto-mechanical system integration of head-up-display products into
the car-dashboard
Calculation, optimization and quality assurance of parts and sub-
assemblies using simulation, tolerance-calculation, FMEA etc.
Coordinating and controlling of all mechanical project activities for
local and international design team setup
Planning of tasks and assigning them to project team members and
establishing regular team meetings
Developing and maintaining mechanical project plan with cost,
schedule, quality etc.
Representing the own subject at customer, supplier and other internal
departments
Taking care for standardization of concepts and design for
manufacturability (DFM)
Responsibility for regular budget reviews for the mechanical sub
project

Your profile

Academic degree in mechanical engineering or similar qualification
Professional experience with mechanical design (plastic, magnesium-
die-cast etc.)
Professional experience in leading a mechanical sub project
Good skills using CAD-Software PTC-Creo
Well experienced knowledge with MS-Office-Programs
Very good written and spoken German and English language skills 
High level of communication competency
Team player
Intercultural competency

Applications from severely handicapped people are welcome.

Our offer

We want our employees to do well with us. That's why we offer them not
only an exciting job in an international technology group, but also
numerous additional offers such as flexible and hybrid working,
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sabbaticals and other benefits.

You would like to learn more about our additional services? Click here to
find out more:
https://www.continental.com/en/career/working-at-continental/what-w
e-offer/

 

Ready to drive with Continental? Take the first step and fill in the online
application.

About us

Continental develops pioneering technologies and services for
sustainable and connected mobility of people and their goods. Founded
in 1871, the technology company offers safe, efficient, intelligent and
affordable solutions for vehicles, machines, traffic and transportation. In
2022, Continental generated sales of €39.4 billion and currently
employs around 200,000 people in 57 countries and markets.

The Automotive group sector comprises technologies for passive safety,
brake, chassis, motion and motion control systems. Innovative solutions
for assisted and automated driving, display and operating technologies,
as well as audio and camera solutions for the vehicle interior, are also
part of the portfolio, as is intelligent information and communication
technology for the mobility services of fleet operators and commercial
vehicle manufacturers. Comprehensive activities relating to connectivity
technologies, vehicle electronics and high-performance computers
round off the range of products and services.
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